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1. Introduction 
 

The nonlinear light matter interaction of ultra-short laser pulses usually leads to a convolution process which mutually couples 

amplitudes and phases. Here, we describe a new regime of nonlinear interactions without mixing of different frequencies. We 

demonstrate both n theory and experiment how frequency domain nonlinear optics overcomes the shortcomings arising from 

the convolution in conventional time domain interactions. We generate light fields with previously inaccessible properties by 

avoiding these uncontrolled couplings. Consequently, arbitrary phase functions are transferred linearly to harmonic frequencies 

while preserving the general shape of the input spectrum. As a powerful application, we introduce deep UV phase control at 

207nm by using a conventional NIR pulse shaper. 

 

2. Principles 
 

Figure 1 illustrates the energy diagrams for parametric interaction of (a) cw lasers; ultrashort pulses in the (b) usual time domain 

interaction (TNO) and (c) in frequency domain interaction (FNO). The key aspect of FNO is the intrinsic ability to achieve a 

very narrow bandwidth for the nonlinear light-matter interaction even though the input pulse contains a broad bandwidth.  

We will discuss the experimental realization of FNO, and demonstrate how nonlinear interactions can be carried out without 

coupling of amplitudes and phases.  
 

 
 

One interesting consequence arising from the evoked nonlinear coupling is the linear transfer of arbitrary phase functions upon 

nonlinear interactions. As a powerful application of FNO we introduce arbitrary phase control of the TiSa 4th harmonic, at a 

wavelength as short as 207nm. Noteworthy, this deep UV phase shaping is carried out only by controlling the phase of the 

fundamental. 
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Figure 1: Energy diagrams for different 

scenarios of nonlinear interaction: (a) cw 

lasers, (b) broadband pulses in conventional 

time domain nonlinear optics (TNO) and (c) 

broadband pulses in frequency domain 

nonlinear optics (FNO). In TNO (b), all 

frequencies interact simultaneously leading to 

a mutual convolution of amplitudes and 

phases. In contrast, FNO (c) decouples the 

frequencies by performing a series of 

independent “quasi-cw” interactions prior to 

their recombination back into the time domain. 
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